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Data Center 101: 			
Reliability and Availability
It takes effective maintenance and a solid
staff to achieve both goals by terry l. rodgers
In the data center industry
the terms “reliability” and
“availability” are often used
interchangeably to describe
expected levels of performance.
Though the terms are related,
they describe distinctly different
characteristics of performance.
In science, reliability is
linked with repeatability. If the
same experiment is done over
and over with the same results,
then it has a high degree of reliability. Two common means of
measuring reliability are:
• Mean time between failure
(MTBF), which is the total time
in service divided by the number of failures.
• Failure rate, which is the
number of failures divided by
the total time in service.
The term “reliability” in a
technical sense is often coupled
with “validity.” Validity is how
accurate or true a measurement
is to actual. If you step on a scale
10 times, and get the same result
each time, the scale is reliable.
But if the measured weight is
incorrect, it is not valid.
Availability is a measure
of how often something is in
an operable state. Simply put,

availability is uptime divided by
total time measured. Generally
speaking, something can be
available but unreliable, and
can be reliable but not valid. A
computer room air conditioner
may be running for years (high
availability) but not doing a very
good job of maintaining stable
room conditions (low reliability).
And if the controlling thermostat
is out of calibration, the measured performance is not valid.
So how does one measure the
reliability of a data center? The
answer depends on what the

overall goals and expectations
are for the facility’s operations.
A reliable data center can be
trusted to provide continuous
operations as long as it is operated properly and within the
overarching design intent and
limitations. Some high performance computing (supercomputer) facilities do not require
100 percent uptime. They can
schedule full outages between
“runs.” They may be built with
Tier 1 or Tier 2 infrastructure
topologies because they do not
need to be concurrently main-

tainable. Their overall availability
may be lower than Tier 3 and Tier
4 facilities, but if their failure rate
during operation is very low, they
are dependable and considered
to have high reliability.
But the goal of most data
centers is sustained continuous
operation of the IT equipment.
In these cases, the goal is to
deliver 100 percent computer
room availability. To achieve
100 percent availability, both reliability and validity are needed.
The operating processes that
keep the data center running
must be repeatable in that
they consistently result in the
expected outcome, and that
outcome must correspond to
the desired result.
Two kinds of factors affect

common sense principles
improve data center operations
Keeping these common sense principles in mind can help improve availability
and reliability in a data center.
• Simplicity is more reliable than complexity.
• Computers are more reliable than people.
• Equipment performance degrades over time and use.
• Higher quality equipment has better availability and reliability than poor quality equipment.
• The accuracy of un-calibrated sensors and transducers decreases over time.
• Starting and stopping equipment imparts more stress than when equipment is in stable
operation.						— Terry L. Rodgers
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the reliability and availability of a data center:
physical infrastructure and operating staff.
PHYsICAL INFRAstRuCtuRE
In general, the critical facilities industry
does an exceptional job at delivering high

quality, high performance infrastructure. As
the industry evolved, redundancy schemes
progressed from “N,” to “N+1,” to “2N,”
to “2(N+1)” topologies (where “N” is the
minimum number of pieces of equipment
required to meet the demand of a given sys-
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tem). Engineers and designers have learned
the lessons afforded by time and experience
to apply these strategies down to each critical system and sub-system, including the
associated controls and interfaces between
systems. Designs can now be certiﬁed as
simultaneously “concurrently maintainable”
and “fault-tolerant.” These designs have not
only eliminated single points of failure, but
remain fault-tolerant even when equipment
and systems have been isolated for maintenance and repairs.
The downside is that these designs have
introduced incredible complexities and complicated switching procedures and sequences
of operations. As such, the reliance on
computers to actively monitor the health and
status of equipment and system performance
and to take automatic action when required
has been greatly increased. The good news is
that computers are some of the most reliable
“machines” ever made. They can monitor
almost continuously (limited by baud rate,
polling time, scan rates, etc.) and can be relied upon to execute their programmed logic
ﬂawlessly over and over again.
The bad news is that computers,
programmable logic controllers, devicespeciﬁc controllers, etc., are essentially
“black boxes.” They typically don’t give
advance notice of pending failure, and when
they do fail, the operating staff cannot make
repairs or replacements. They have to call
for vendor support and take manual control
of the infrastructure involved. When the
affected infrastructure is a component or
single piece of equipment, the manual intervention is probably fairly straightforward,
but if the controller is managing a central
utility such as a central chilled water plant,
then the operating staff will probably have
their hands full. Some critical facilities now
have “mirrored-redundant” controllers with
looped communication paths that address
these control-related single points of failure.
This issue of complexity and computers
resides within much of today’s equipment.
Just open the panels and cabinets of uninterruptible power supply (UPS) units and
paralleling control cabinets, chiller control
panels, paralleling switchgear, etc., and look
inside. To most operating staff, this equipment has essentially become black boxes as
well. So as the infrastructure has outpaced
the staff’s ability to troubleshoot and repair,
the reliance on good maintenance practices
becomes even more crucial.
The basic purpose of maintenance is to
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increase the availability of the
equipment (and systems) being
maintained. At the bottom of
the pile is “corrective maintenance,” or simply put, “ﬁx
it when it breaks.” It takes the
least effort from a management
perspective, but results in the
lowest availability and in most
cases ends up costing the most
in both total cost of ownership
(TCO) and impact to operations.
The next rung up is preventive maintenance where
you (hopefully) follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations to inspect and care for
the equipment to extend its
life and optimize its performance. In this case, you live
with some planned unavailability (shutdowns) to afford
the opportunity to care for the

These monitoring techniques
not only provide incredible insight regarding the health of the
equipment, but actually require
the equipment to be in operation, so the need for outages is
reduced. By trending the results
over time, a facility manager can
see the health of the equipment
start the inevitable decline
towards predeﬁned thresholds
and “predict” when the equipment condition or performance
will be adversely affected. This
allows for planned adjustments
and repairs and signiﬁcantly
reduces unanticipated outages
and impacts.
In some situations, predictive maintenance can also
reduce the required level of preventive maintenance. A simple
example is changing ﬁlters.

initiate replacement based on
actual loading.
Another valuable aspect of
on-line condition monitoring
is the ability to quickly identify
sudden changes in operating
conditions. Not all failure
mechanisms are gradual or linear. Sometimes typically stable
conditions degrade quickly and
unexpectedly. For example,
an anchor bolt shears off and
suddenly a smoothly running
pump or fan loses alignment;
or there is a sudden increase in
outdoor contaminants (leaves,
dust, plastic bags, etc.) that
enter a ventilation fan, and the
associated ﬁlter gets blocked. Or
suppose the load on a breaker
increases, and suddenly internal
components start operating at
damaging thermal levels. When

maintenance and commissioning
to Keep YoUr DAtA center reliABle AnD AVAilABle, pay close attention to
maintenance and commissioning.
• Preventive maintenance is better than corrective maintenance, but preventive maintenance coupled with predictive maintenance based on on-line, condition-monitoring
technologies is better still.
• Commissioning and acceptance testing identify and resolves latent failures before
the failures result in operational impacts to the mission.
• Re-commissioning, continuous commissioning, and periodic retesting of equipment and systems improves operational reliability.
• Deferred maintenance and delayed repairs allow combinations of discrepancies
and deﬁciencies to align and result in the “perfect storms” that overcome the best
redundancy schemes.
— Terry L. Rodgers

equipment (check belts, change
ﬁlters, torque connections, etc.).
The result is increased lifespan,
more reliable performance, and
lower failure rates.
The best practice is to
supplement a preventive maintenance program with predictive maintenance using on-line
condition-monitoring technologies. The most common and
valuable on-line conditionmonitoring technologies are
thermography (infrared scanning) and vibration analysis.

Preventive maintenance would
require ﬁlter changes based on
time regardless of how dirty a
ﬁlter actually is. This can lead
to unnecessary ﬁlter changes
when the ﬁlter still has useful
life left. Worse, it can allow dirty
ﬁlters to remain on-line and
affect the performance and
possibly life of the equipment,
systems, or processes they are
intended to protect. Predictive
maintenance would monitor
the loading of a ﬁlter by measuring the pressure drop and then

next applied, on-line condition
monitoring will identify these
issues.
The absolute gold-plated best
practice is continuous on-line
condition monitoring. For ﬁlters,
just install a differential pressure
transducer, monitor with the
building management system
(BMS), and assign an appropriate alarm threshold. For vibration, install permanent accelerometers and multiplex them to a
dedicated server capable of doing vibration analysis, archiving,

and trending along with the
ability to provide remote alarms.
Obviously, the use of continuous on-line vibration analysis
would be done on a select and
judicious basis for only the most
vital equipment and processes.
The obvious compromise is to
determine the optimal frequency
at which on-line condition
monitoring is performed.
OPERAtINg stAFF
Although the data center
industry has been successful
at “hardening” facilities and
physical infrastructure, it has not
done as well with the associated operating staff and facility
management aspects. It is widely
recognized that the vast majority
of critical facility problems can
now be attributed to human error (some sources claim as high
as 70 to 80 percent of problems).
There has been a direct correlation between the increase in
infrastructure complexity and
the increase in human error by
the operating staff.
The problem here is not one
of availability. Most critical facilities have staff on-site continuously (100 percent availability).
The problem is in staff reliability
(and in some cases validity). Unlike computers, people get tired,
distracted, sick, confused, etc.,
which can all lead to unreliable
performance.
The answer is to have
processes that produce reliable
results. Detailed, step-by-step
procedures are a good example,
but unless they are followed
correctly each time there is no
guarantee of a reliable outcome. On the other hand, if
operating staff is required to
initial a checklist as each step
is completed, and to have the
action witnessed by a separate
participant, the reliability of the
process improves greatly. If the
procedure also describes the
expected outcome or result associated with each step, such as
the expected pressure and ﬂow
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personnel, planning and preparedness
Keeping the mAchines rUnning is importAnt for data center reliability, but the people
running the machines matter, too. (For more on the human element, see page 40.)
• Staff performance improves with site-speciﬁc training.
• Proactive planning and preparedness is more reliable than reacting when caught by surprise.
• Highly motivated staff perform better than “just get me through the day so I can go home” staff.
• Safety training and safety audits reduce accidents and injuries (which can also result in
outages and damaged equipment).
• Over-communicating is better than under-communicating, but accurate communication is
critical either way.
• Random spot-checks, surprise inspections, and unscheduled audits reveal more than planned
inspections and audits.
— Terry L. Rodgers

when starting a pump, or the
expected indicating lights and
annunciations when closing a
breaker, then the validity of the
process is ensured. Operating
staff who blindly follow a procedure without equal attention

to the results will inevitably
produce unintended outcomes.
Performance-based training
is also a process. Training a
new computer or controller is
simple and quick. Download the
programming, connect to the

network, and the new computer
is 100 percent as capable as the
failed computer or controller
that it replaced. Training new
staff isn’t quite as easy. People
are individuals. Each of us is a
one of a kind.
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Operating staff who attend
a sequential set of classes that
teach a base level of skills and
knowledge will perform more
reliably than untrained staff.
Training needs to be validated
as well through quizzes, tests,
and qualiﬁcation exams that
require students to demonstrate
comprehension and ability to
perform. The best practice is to
have training culminate in staff
being tested and certiﬁed before
allowing them to perform their
duties and responsibilities
unsupervised.
Terry L. Rodgers, CPE, CPMP,
is vice president, sustainable
operations services, Primary
Integration Solutions, Inc.
Email comments and
questions to edward.sullivan@
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